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ABSTRACT

Many research on conservation area, site or historical object have been done. Many problems arise correspondings the provision that must be fulfilled to making decision.

Based on Jakarta Governor Decree No. 475/1993, concerning the Stipulation of Historical Building in DKI Jakarta, Kampung Luar Batang as part of Kota Tua, also play a role to supporting the conservation in Kota Tua. But at this present day, the provision seems stand alone and apart, conservation process have a different action. Policy in Kampung Luar Batang was focused in Seared Mosque of Luar Batang. Meanwhile, other conservation policies (related to the Kota Tua) tend to focus on old Dutch building.

These research be conducted, so when the fact indicate a strong affect for supporting the continuation of conservation, a decree was relating to conservation no need removed/renewed. However, if there were no fact supporting a strong affect and only weaken, the decision should be revised and emphasize the change of conservation status with supporting reasons.
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